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they can also provide a solution for the poor solubility of the expensive, labile, and unstable pvp va64 particles, the pvp of which produces toxic insoluble particles in solution. this problem could be mitigated by adjusting the ph of the solution to a value near neutral, which can be achieved by using a buffer, such as hap. for example, although the
solubility of pvp va64 in dts 2 solution was only 1.6%, the solubility was significantly increased to 2.5% by using a hap formulation [ 15 ]. the target of this hap formulation is poorly water-soluble drugs, namely bcs class ii and class iv drugs. in the case of bcs class ii drugs, which often show acidity, adjusting the ph of the drug in solution to near

neutral is known to increase the solubility of the drug and therefore its absorption from the intestinal tract [10,11]. hap is known to function as a buffer in an acidic ph range [ 44 ]. in an earlier study, we succeeded in increasing the auc of the bcs class ii drug bezafibrate by using a hap formulation [ 15 ], and we postulated that this buffer function
of hap may play a part in improving the drugs solubility. in the present study, however, although the bcs class iv drug az was uniformly coated with nano-hap particles, its solubility in dts 2 was not significantly improved. az in solution is reported to be only weakly acidic, with a pka of 7.2 [ 20 ], and this weak acidity might conceivably have

precluded any positive buffering effect of hap. for drawing and sketching, the sakura koi brush pens are just okay. its weaknesses arent uncommon for the category. the 6-piece grey set is $14.94 msrp, which comes out to $2.49/marker, which is what blick has for the price of open stock. few other retailers have open stock available, though the
sets are often available for cheaper than msrp, including at blick. i got mine for $11.50 a while back, so just under $2/marker.
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produces toxic insoluble particles in solution. this problem could be mitigated by adjusting the ph of the solution to a value near
neutral, which can be achieved by using a buffer, such as hap. for example, although the solubility of pvp va64 in dts 2 solution

was only 1.6%, the solubility was significantly increased to 2.5% by using a hap formulation [ 15 ]. the target of this hap
formulation is poorly water-soluble drugs, namely bcs class ii and class iv drugs. in the case of bcs class ii drugs, which often show

acidity, adjusting the ph of the drug in solution to near neutral is known to increase the solubility of the drug and therefore its
absorption from the intestinal tract [10,11]. hap is known to function as a buffer in an acidic ph range [ 44 ]. in an earlier study, we
succeeded in increasing the auc of the bcs class ii drug bezafibrate by using a hap formulation [ 15 ], and we postulated that this
buffer function of hap may play a part in improving the drugs solubility. in the present study, however, although the bcs class iv

drug az was uniformly coated with nano-hap particles, its solubility in dts 2 was not significantly improved. az in solution is
reported to be only weakly acidic, with a pka of 7.2 [ 20 ], and this weak acidity might conceivably have precluded any positive

buffering effect of hap. for drawing and sketching, the sakura koi brush pens are just okay. its weaknesses arent uncommon for the
category. the 6-piece grey set is $14.94 msrp, which comes out to $2.49/marker, which is what blick has for the price of open

stock. few other retailers have open stock available, though the sets are often available for cheaper than msrp, including at blick. i
got mine for $11.50 a while back, so just under $2/marker. 5ec8ef588b
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